
 

What do you do when an affair ends your marriage? How do you recover from the trauma of infidelity? Can what's left be
saved, or is it time to call it quits for good? Hollywood veteran actor Aaron Eckhart stars in this tender drama about making
peace with the past by letting go of what no longer works. Eckhart plays Ted, a loving father who learns his college-aged
daughter (a most convincing Emma Roberts) is falling for her professor (David Koechner). Maddie has never had a boyfriend
before and she's swept up in her feelings; she doesn't realize this could land her in an uncomfortable situation. Ted, meanwhile,
has been married for decades to a woman whose feelings have been on ice since their wedding day. When Ted's wife (Diane
Ladd) senses the attraction between her husband and his daughter, she decides to take a stand and stop tolerating Ted's wishy-
washy ways. When a distraught Ted confides in his therapist (Nathan Lane), he is advised to seek out an affair of his own.
When that doesn't work out, he lands in a support group where he meets Gail (Mary Tyler Moore), an attractive single who is
equally intrigued by him. Ted and Gail quickly get reacquainted and fall into bed - but when Ted learns Gail is his best friend's
wife, he begins to turn on the charm again. This film tries to be a romantic drama, comedy and even sobering drama of
infidelity. It doesn't work very well at all despite good performances (Aaron Eckhart and Mary Tyler Moore give genuinely
heartfelt performances) and decent writing (Todd Field's script deserved better than it got). The film has many good actors but
none of them really shine. Other than the fact that this film is technically well-made, I can't find much to recommend this one
over others in its genre - you are far better off renting something else instead. I give this one 1½ out of 4 stars.
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